**NOTES:**
1. WHITE DOT DESIGNATES "1-D SCHEMATIC".
2. HEX NUT AND LOCK WASHER ARE SHIPPED UNASSEMBLED.
3. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE REFERENCE.
4. THESE PRODUCTS ARE ROHS COMPLIANT.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**
1. PUSHBUTTON - PLASTIC, SEE TABLE FOR COLOR
2. HOUSING - BRASS, NICKEL PLATED
3. TERMINALS - BRASS, SILVER PLATED
4. CONTACTORS - BRASS, SILVER PLATED
5. INSULATORS - PHENOLIC
6. SPRING - SILVER PLATED
7. HEX NUT - BRASS, NICKEL PLATED
8. WASHER - STEEL, NICKEL PLATED
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**PART NUMBER | PART REV | BUTTON COLOR | SCHEMATIC**
--- | --- | --- | ---
903X | A | RED | I-C
903DX | A | RED | I-D
913X | A | BLACK | I-C
913DX | A | BLACK | I-D
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